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Chapterr  5 

Magnetocaloricc effect in hexagonal 
MnFePi_xAsxx compounds 

5.11 Introductio n 

Sincee the discovery of the giant magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in Gd5Ge2Si2 at 

Amess Laboratory [1], the research on magnetic refrigerant materials has been 

stronglyy intensified worldwide. Currently, most research groups study the MCE in 

rare-earth-basedd materials because the large moments of the rare-earth atoms imply 

thee possibility of large MCE. However, especially for the important applications 

aroundd room temperature only a very limited number of rare-earth compounds 

(usuallyy the ordering temperature of the rare earth compounds is below room 

temperature)) are suitable because the MCE is optimal around the magnetic-

orderingg temperature. The largest MCE known so far in rare-earth materials near 

roomm temperature is observed in Gd metal. The maximum MCE in Gd occurs at the 

temperaturee where it orders ferromagnetically (294 K). When the magnetic field 

changess from 0 to 1.5 T, the MCE is about 4 K, and it is 11 K when the magnetic 

fieldfield changes from 0 to 5 T [2]. It is unclear whether the giant-MCE material 

Gd5Ge2Si2,, which was reported to exceed the reversible MCE in any known 

magneticc material by at least a factor of two, will be suitable for practical 

application.. Because of the low Curie temperature (about 276 K) and the relatively 

largee thermal hysteresis, this may not be the case. 
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Onn the other hand, a number of transition-metal-based materials, such as 

FeRhh [3, 4], MnP,.xAsx [5], MnzSb [6], MnAs,.xSbx [7], and La,.xCaxMn03 [8, 9] 

havee been investigated with respect to their MCE. In general, the MCE in 

transition-metal-basedd materials is lower than in rare-earth alloys in the same 

temperaturee range. Interestingly, FeRh exhibits an unusual and irreversible, but 

giant,, MCE as large as -13 K at 307 K for a field change from 0 to 1.95 T. This 

effectt is related to a first-order metamagnetic phase transition. The lanthanum-

manganesee perovskite oxides Lai_xCaxMn03, known as colossal-magnetoresistance 

(CMR)) material, also show considerable magnetic-entropy changes. In these CMR 

materials,, only the Mn ions have magnetic moments. However, Pecharsky et al. 

[10]]  and Sun et al. [11] have pointed out that the CMR materials do not seem 

promisingg candidates for magnetic refrigeration as previously claimed in many 

reports,, because of their relatively small adiabatic temperature change. 

Thee results on the above-mentioned Mn-based materials have in common 

thatt their MCE can be rather large. This motivated us to study the MCE in the 

vicinityy of the first-order metamagnetic phase transition in other Mn-based 

materials.. These materials have various phase transitions and frequently order 

aroundd room temperature, and Mn ions can have relatively large magnetic 

momentss compared to other transition metals. However, the magnetic moments of 

Mnn are generally about two times smaller than those of the heavy rare-earth 

elements.. Enhancement of the MCE associated with magnetic -moment alignment 

mayy be achieved through the induction of a first-order phase transition. 

Amongg Mn-based compounds, the hexagonal MnFePi.xAsx compounds that 

aree stable for 0.15 < x < 0.66 exhibit peculiar magnetic properties [12-14] 

associatedd with a first-order metamagnetic transition. Our recent studies [15,16] 

havee shown that MnFePj.xAsx compounds possess a large magnetic-entropy change 

withh the same magnitude as Gd5Ge2Si2. This result is of significant importance, 

becausee it not only makes these compounds attractive candidates for working 

materialss in magnetic refrigeration but also indicates significant progress in the 
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searchh for new magnetic refrigerant materials. In this chapter, we report on a 

detailedd study of the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of the hexagonal 

MnFePi.xAsxx compounds. 

5.22 Sample preparation and characterization 

Polycrystallinee samples of MnFePi_xAsx compounds with nominal compositions x 

== 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.50, 0.53, 0.55 and 0.65 were synthesized by a solid-state 

reaction.. The starting materials used in our sample preparation are the binary 

compoundss Fe2P (purity 99.5 %, Alfa Aesar) and FeAs2 (purity 99.5 %, Alfa 

Aesar),, pure Mn chips (purity 99.99 %) and red-P powder (purity 99.99 %). In 

orderr to obtain homogeneous samples, appropriate proportions of the starting 

materialss were ball milled in a high-energy vibratory ball-mill before the solid-state 

reaction. . 

Figuree 5.1 presents the x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of MnFePo.sAso.s 

afterr various periods of milling. With increasing milling time, the characteristic 

.. M n | - e ^ 0 5 A S 0 . 5 A MnFeP05As 05 5 900 h 

400 h 

Figuree 5.1: XRD patterns of MnFePo.sAso.s after various periods of milling. 
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peakss of the starting materials become broadened. After 90 hours milling, only the 

broadd profile of Mn is visible. For complete homogenization, all the samples are 

milledd up to 200 hours. 

Thee solid-state reaction was performed in a molybdenum crucible. First, the 

obtainedd mixture was sealed in the crucible in a 100 - 200 mbar Ar atmosphere. 

Then,, this crucible was heated at 1273 K for 100 hours, followed by a 

homogenizationn process at 923 K for 120 hours. Finally, the crucible was slowly 

cooledd down to ambient conditions. 

Thee powder XRD patterns of the samples show that the MnFeP|.xAsx 

compoundss with x = 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.50, 0.53, 0.55 and 0.65 crystallize in the 

hexagonall  Fe2P-type of structure (space group P62m ) with a small amount of 

MnOO as a second phase. From the broadening of the XRD patterns, the mean grain 

sizee is estimated to be about 100 nm. The homogeneity and stoichiometry of the 

sampless with x = 0.45, 0.53, and 0.55 were checked by means of electron-probe 

microanalysiss (EPMA). Also the MnFePo.45Aso.55 sample contains an extra phase 

withh Mn, which is probably MnO as detected by XRD. The MnFePo.47Aso.53 sample 

alsoo contains an extra phase with Mn. The actual composition of the main phase of 

MnFePo.47Aso.533 is 30.1 at. % Mn, 34.5 at. % Fe, 16.0 at. % P and 18.8 at. % As, 

whichh corresponds to the formula Mno.93Fe104Po.48Aso.56. The composition of the 

samplee is very sensitive to the starting materials and the preparation process. For 

thee composition x = 0.55, we used two samples for the measurements presented in 

thiss chapter. Because their properties are slightly different, one is indicated as 

MnFePo.45Aso.55(I),, and the other as MnFeP0 ̂ Aso.ssOI). 

5.33 Structural properties 

Thee MnFePi_xAsx compounds crystallize in three different types of structures: the 

orthorhombicc Co2P type (Prima, No. 62) for low As contents (0 < x < 0.15), the 

hexagonall  Fe2P type (P62m , No. 189) for intermediate As contents (0.15 < x < 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
http://MnFePo.47Aso.53
http://MnFePo.47Aso.53
http://Mno.93Fe104Po.48Aso.56
http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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0.66),, and the tetragonal Fe2As type (P4/nmm, No. 129) for the highest As contents 

(0.666 < x < 1) [14]. In the present thesis, only the isostructural hexagonal series of 

compoundss is considered in which the large MCEs are observed. 

AA schematic drawing of the structure of the hexagonal MnFePi_xAsx 

compoundss is shown in Fig. 5.2. There are two different metal sites: Fe(3f) at the 

tetragonall  position (xi, 0, 0) with local symmetry m2m and Fe(3g) at the pyramidal 

positionn (x2, 0, 1/2) with the same local symmetry. There are also two different 

non-metall  sites: one two-fold position P(2c) at (1/3, 2/3, 0) and one single position 

P(lb)) at (0, 0, 1/2) [14]. Substitution of Mn for Fe in this structure leads to 

preferentiall  Mn occupation of the 3g sites and substitution of As for P leads to a 

randomm distribution of As over the lb and 2c sites. Therefore, the MnFePi.xAsx 

compoundss magnetically consist of two basal planes alternating along the 

hexagonall  c-axis, one containing the Mn atoms and the other one containing the Fe 

atoms.. The shortest Mn-Mn distance within the Mn-layer is dMn-Mn = 

aJ\aJ\ - 2x2 + 3x2
2 [17], in which a represents the lattice parameter. It should be 

## Mn  P/As © Fe 

Figuree 5.2: Schematic representation of the Fe2P-type of structure. The 

volumee shown contains three unit cells. 
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Tablee 5.1: Lattice parameters determined by means of XRD at room 

temperature,, and Curie temperatures of MnFePi.xAsx compounds. 

Nominal,, x 

aa (A) 
c(A) ) 
da da 

TTCC(K) (K) 

0.25 5 

6.0392 2 

3.4870 0 

0.5774 4 

168 8 

0.35 5 

6.0677 7 

3.4874 4 

0.5748 8 

213 3 

0.45 5 

6.1080 0 

3.4900 0 

0.5714 4 

240 0 

0.50 0 

6.1290 0 

3.4805 5 

0.5679 9 

282 2 

0.53 3 

6.1628 8 

3.4946 6 

0.5670 0 

290 0 

0.55(1) ) 

6.1739 9 

3.4511 1 

0.5590 0 

300(1) ) 
307(11) ) 

0.65 5 

6.2120 0 

3.4633 3 

0.5575 5 

332 2 

notedd that, because 1/2 < x2<  2/3, only the a axis and not the b axis is a two-fold 

axis.. The structural parameters x\ and x2 depend on the constituents of the 

compoundd under consideration, and can be obtained from intensity fits to XRD or 

neutron-diffractionn patterns [14]. 

Thee lattice parameters of MnFePi.xAsx determined by means of XRD at room 

temperature,, and the Curie temperature Tc are listed in Table 5.1. The lattice 

parameterr c remains constant in the paramagnetic (PM) state and displays a 

pronouncedd decrease in the ferromagnetic (FM) state, while the parameter a 

increasess markedly with increasing x both in the PM and the FM state. The c/a 

ratioo decreases with increasing x. 

5.44 Magnetic properties 

Thee temperature dependence of the magnetization of the MnFePt.xAsx compounds, 

measuredd in a field of 50 mT, is shown in Fig. 5.3. The compounds with x > 0.25 

aree FM and exhibit a sharp magnetic phase transition. Only the compound with x = 

0.255 behaves differently, the magnetization having a much smaller value and an 

anomalyy in the M(T) curve around 40 K. 

Figuree 5.4 shows the composition dependence of the Curie temperature (left 

axis)) and the spontaneous magnetization (right axis) of MnFeP].xAsx at 5 K. The 
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Figuree 5.3: Temperature dependence of the magnetization of 

MnFePi_xAsxx compounds in a field of 50 mT. 

uu 240 

4 4 

Figuree 5.4: Composition dependence of the Curie temperature (left axis) 

andd the spontaneous magnetization (right axis) of MnFeP^ASx compounds 

at5K. . 
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Curiee temperature, which is listed in Table 5.2, was determined as the temperature 

wheree the first derivative of the magnetization with respect to temperature has an 

extremee value. Upon substitution of As for P, the Curie temperature increases 

linearlyy from 168 K for x = 0.25 to 332 K for x = 0.65, indicating that the Curie 

temperaturee is very sensitive to the variation of the P/As ratio. The spontaneous 

magnetizationn at 5 K is about 4 |iB per formula unit, but it slightly decreases with 

increasingg x. 

2700 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 

r(K ) ) 

Figuree 5.5: Temperature dependence of the magnetization of 

MnFePo.45Aso.55(II),, measured in constant fields of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 T with 

temperaturee increasing and decreasing in steps of 1 K. 

Forr MnFeP0.45Aso.55(II), we have measured the M(T) curves in fields of 1, 2, 

3,, 4, and 5 T with increasing and decreasing temperature. The results are shown in 

Fig.. 5.5. Based on these measurements, we have constructed a magnetic phase 

diagram,, which is shown in Fig. 5.6. The result shows that the Curie temperature of 

thee sample increases linearly with applied field at a rate of dTcldB = 3.3 K/T. 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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Figuree 5.6: Magnetic phase diagram of MnFePo.45Aso 55(II) . The arrows 

indicatee the phases in the history-dependent region. 
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Figuree 5.7: Magnetic-field dependence of the magnetization of 

MnFePo.45Aso.555 (I), measured with increasing and decreasing field in the 

vicinityy of the phase transition. 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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Extrapolationn of the temperature dependence of the critical fields to zero field 

showss that the PM to FM transition occurs at 302.8 K on cooling, and that the 

inversee transition occurs at 306.6 K on heating. This indicates a thermal hysteresis 

off  3.8 K. As we have seen, the transition becomes smoother in higher fields, and 

thee thermal hystersis decreases slightly with increasing field. 

Figuree 5.7 shows the magnetic isotherms of MnFePo^Aso.ssCI) in the vicinity 

off  its Curie temperature measured with increasing and decreasing field. The 

magnetizationn processes show that there exists a field-induced magnetic phase 

transitionn from the PM to the FM state. At low fields, the phase transition exhibits 

aa stepwise discontinuity in the magnetization, but at higher fields the transition 

becomess smoother. The hysteresis is limited to a small field range of about 0.5 T 

andd does not extend to zero field. 

5.55 Specific heat and dc susceptibility 

Thee specific heat of MnFeP045As055(I) was measured in zero field with temperature 

decreasingg from 390 to 250 K, utilizing the adiabatic heat-pulse relaxation method 

inn the PPMS described in Chapter 3. The result is given in Fig. 5.8. The 

temperaturee corresponding to the peak is 294 K. This is slightly smaller than the 

valuee of 296 K, which is the Curie temperature determined from the magnetic 

measurementt with decreasing temperature in a field of 50 mT. The dotted line in 

Fig.. 5.8 represents the high-temperature limit of the molar lattice specific heat 9 R 

(RR is the universal gas constant). 

Thee evolution of the entropy of MnFePo.45Aso.55 (I) in the temperature range 

fromfrom 250 to 390 K is depicted in the inset of Fig. 5.8. The entropy exhibits a 

discontinuouss change at the transition and this entropy change AS associated with 

thee transition is about 5.2 J/molK (31.4 J/kgK) The latent heat involved in the 

transitionn is determined as L = Tc A S = 1.53 kJ/mol (9.2 kj/kg). 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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Figuree 5.8: Temperature dependence of the specific heat of 

MnFePo.45Aso.555 (I) measured in zero field with decreasing temperature. 

Thee dotted line indicates the value of 9R, which is the high-temperature 

limi tt of the lattice specific heat. The inset shows the temperature 

dependencee of the total entropy difference 5(7) -5(250) of 

MnFePo.45Aso.555 (I), derived from the specific-heat data. 

Forr the MnFeP,.xAsx compounds, anomalous behavior is found in the 

magneticc susceptibility just above the Curie temperature. As representative 

examples,, the temperature dependence of the reciprocal susceptibility of the 

MnFeP,„xAsxx compounds with x = 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55(11), measured in a field of 

IT,, is shown in Fig. 5.9. It is seen that, at higher temperatures, the compounds 

exhibitt Curie-Weiss behavior. Near the Curie temperature, the reciprocal 

susceptibilityy abruptly drops to zero. A further analysis of the temperature 

dependencee of the PM susceptibility in terms of the Bean-Rodbell model, that we 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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Figuree 5.9: Temperature dependence of the reciprocal susceptibility of 

MnFePo.55Aso.45--

havee introduced in Chapter 2, will be presented in Section 5.8 in conjunction with 

thee analysis of the temperature dependence of the magnetization of MnFeP]_xAsx 

compounds. . 

5.66 Magnetocaloric effect 

Inn order to determine the magnetic-entropy changes in the MnFePi.xAsx system, we 

havee carried out measurements of the field dependence of the magnetization at 

differentt temperatures across the Curie temperature of each sample. A 

representativee measurement result is presented in Fig. 5.10. 

Thee magnetic-entropy changes A5m have been derived from the 

magnetizationn data on the basis of Eq. (3.3). The results for field changes from 0 to 

22 and 0 to 5 T are shown in Fig. 5.11. It is found that the MnFeP,.xAsx compounds 

exhibitt large magnetic -entropy changes, for instance, the maximum values of the 

http://MnFePo.55Aso.45
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Figuree 5.10: Magnetic isotherms of MnFeP0.45Aso.55(I) in the vicinity of the 

Curiee temperature, measured with increasing temperature and field. 
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Figuree 5.11: Magnetic-entropy changes of MnFeP,.xAsx for field changes 

fromm 0 to 2 and 0 to 5 T. 
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magnetic-entropyy changes are 20 J/kg K for x = 0.45 for a field change from 0 to 2 

TT and 33 J/kg K for x = 0.35 for a field change of 0 to 5 T. The large magnetic-

entropyy changes of the MnFeP,.xAsx compounds are concentrated in a certain 

temperaturee interval. This interval increases with increasing field change. For 

comparison,, the magnetic-entropy changes of the metal Gd and the giant MCE 

compoundd Gd5Ge2Si2 are shown in Fig. 5.12 together with those of 

MnFeP0.45Aso.55(I).. It is evident that the magnetic-entropy changes of 

MnFePo.45Aso.555 (I) are larger than of Gd and comparable with the ones of 

Gd5Ge2Si2. . 
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Figuree 5.12: Magnetic-entropy changes of MnFePo^AsossOO for field 

changess from 0 to 2 and 0 to 5 T, derived from the magnetization data, 

comparedd with those for Gd and Gd5Ge2Si2 (after [1]). 

Inn order to further examine the MCE in the MnFeP,.xAsx compounds, also a direct 

measurementt was made by Tishin's group at Moscow State University. The 

temperaturee change of MnFeP0.45Aso.55(II) was measured under adiabatic conditions 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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withh a continuous registration of the temperature change upon fast increase of the 

appliedd magnetic field from 0 to 1.45 T. The rate of the field change was 0.4 T/s. 

Thee accuracy of these measurements was about 5-20 % depending on the 

temperaturee interval. More details of these direct measurements of the MCE are 

givenn in Ref. 18. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13. The largest value of the MCE 

iss about 4 K for a field change from 0 to 1.45 T. This value is about same as that 

forr Gd. 

44 . MnFeP045As055(ll) 

33 -

* 22 -
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11 -
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0 - 1 . 4 5T T 
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gP P 
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300 0 305 5 310 0 315 5 
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Figuree 5.13: Temperature dependence of the adiabatic temperature change 

ATATadad of MnFePo.45Aso.55(II) for a field change from 0 to 1.45 T. This 

measurementt was performed by Tishin's group at Moscow State 

University. . 

Thee field dependence of ATad measured at different temperatures in the 

vicinityy of the Curie temperature is shown in Fig. 5.14. It can be seen that 

ATATadad increases with increasing field. The MCE is as high as 3 K for a field change 

fromm 0 to 1 T, and it is 2.2 K when field changes from 0 to 0.8 T at 306 K. 
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Figuree 5.14: Adiabatic temperature change ATad of MnFePo.45Aso.55(II) as 

aa function of applied-magnetic-field change, obtained by direct 

measurementss in the vicinity of Tc. The measurement was performed by 

Tishin'ss group at Moscow State University. 

Thee refrigerant capacity or cooling power is one of the most important 

parameterss for magnetic refrigeration. It is defined as [19] 

'2 '2 

qq = -JASm(T,AB)dT, (5.4) ) 

wheree T\ and T2 are the temperatures of the cold reservoir and the hot sink, 

respectively.. It indicates how much heat can be transferred between the cold and 

hott parts in a single ideal refrigeration cycle. Figure 5.15 shows the dependence of 

thee refrigerant capacity (left axis) of MnFePo.45Aso.55 (I) on the field change in the 

correspondingg full-width-at-half-maximum temperature interval, STFWHM (right 

axis). . 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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Figuree 5.15: Field-change dependence of the refrigerant capacity and the 

full-width-at-half-maximumm temperature interval of MnFeP0.45Aso.55(I). 
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Figuree 5.16: Refrigerant capacities of MnFeP,.xAsx compounds and the 

materialss Gd and Gd5Ge2Si2, for a field change of 5 T and a temperature 

spann from Tc - 25 to Tc + 25 K. 
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Thee refrigerant capacity almost linearly increases with the field change up to 

55 T. In order to compare the refrigerant capacities of our samples with those of Gd 

andd Gd5Ge2Si2, we used a field change of 5 T and a temperature range from Tc - 25 

too 7̂  + 25 K for the calculations. The results are shown in Fig. 5.16. It is clear that 

thee refrigerant capacity of the MnFeP].xAsx compounds is larger than that of Gd 

metal,, which is used as magnetic refrigerant in the prototypes of magnetic 

refrigerators s 

5.77 Electrical resistivity and magnetoresistivity 

Bearingg h mind the use of MnFe(P,As) materials in magnetic refrigerators, next to 

thee magnetocaloric properties also the electrical and heat conductivity are of 

utmostt importance. There is hardly any information on the electrical-transport 

propertiess of these materials. The electrical resistance can also be useful for a more 

detailedd investigation of the magnetic phase transition because it is very sensitive 

too changes in the interactions between magnetic ions. The availability of electrical-

resistancee data would make it possible to compare the critical magnetic fields 

derivedd from magnetic and electrical measurements and to understand the role of 

thee electron-phonon and electron-magnon interactions. In order to study this, we 

havee selected one of the samples, MnFePo.55Aso.45, for measurements of the 

electricall  resistance and magnetoresistance. Figure 5.17 shows the temperature 

dependencee of the electrical resistivity of MnFePo.55Aso.45, normalized to its room 

temperaturee value measured during cooling of the sample. It can be seen that there 

iss an anomaly at Tcr = 231 K. Below T„,  the resistance increases with increasing 

temperaturee and has metallic character, but above TCT it decreases dramatically in a 

narroww temperature range and then recovers the metal-like temperature 

dependence.. The total contribution from both electron-phonon scattering and 

electron-magnonn scattering in the PM phase is smaller than in the FM phase which 

iss in contrast with normal FM metallic materials. 

http://MnFePo.55Aso.45
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Figuree 5.17: Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of 

MnFePo.55Aso.45,, normalized to the room temperature value, measured with 

decreasingg temperature. 

Thee isothermal magnetic-field dependence of the hysteresis loops of the 

magnetoresistance,, Ap/p0 = (R(B,T) - R(0,T))/R(0,T), of MnFePo.55Aso.45 in the 

temperaturee interval from 243 to 265 K is shown in Fig. 5.18. An increase of the 

magneticc field leads to an increase of the electrical resistance, beginning at a 

criticall  field BCTi and ending at Bcr2. Hence, between 243 and 265 K the sample is in 

thee PM phase in zero-field, but the application of a magnetic field exceeding 5crl 

bringss it into the FM regime. The field-induced PM-FM transition ends at 5cr2. 

Duringg the decrease of the magnetic field, the reversible FM-PM transition begins 

att Z?cr3 and ends at 5cr4. 

http://MnFePo.55Aso.45
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Figuree 5.18: Isothermal magnetic-field dependence of the 

magnetoresistancee of MnFePo.55Aso.45 in the temperature range from 243 K 

too 265 K, measured with increasing and decreasing magnetic field. 
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Figuree 5.19: Magnetic phase diagram of MnFePo.55Aso.45. 

Thee solid lines are guides to the eye. 

Thee magnetic phase diagram of MnFePo.55Aso.45 is given in Fig. 5.19. The 

criticall  fields displayed in this figure were determined as midpoints of the 

transitionn curves in increasing and decreasing magnetic field in Fig. 5.18. The 

behaviorr of the electrical resistance in a magnetic field reflects the presence of 

magneticc field hysteresis for the complete PM-FM transitions and indicates that 

alsoo the field-induced transition is of first order. 

5.88 A model description of the first-order magnetic phase 
transition n 

Thee occurrence of a first-order magnetic phase transition in MnFePi.xAsx 

compoundss is a very striking and intriguing feature. In this section, we will present 

aa description of the magnetic properties of the MnFeP^ASx compounds in terms of 

thee Bean-Rodbell model [20] that we have introduced in Chapter 2. First, we will 

analyzee the temperature dependence of the PM susceptibility of MnFeP,.xAsx 

http://MnFePo.55Aso.45
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compoundss presented in Section 5.5. After this, we will present the results of an 

analysiss of the temperature dependence of the magnetization of the MnFePi.xAsx 

compounds. . 

Takingg into account that the Curie temperature strongly depends on the 

interatomicc spacing, Blois and Rodbell have proposed the following expressions 

forr the PM susceptibility [21]. 

CC C C* 
X-X- = = r» (5.1) 

T-TT-Tcc T-T0(\+apT) T-T* 

wheree C is the Curie constant, a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, and 

pp is the slope of the dependence of Tc on the volume 

C'C' = C and T: =  r° . (5.2) 
\-apr,\-apr, l-apT0 

Thee Curie constant is given by 

CC = Nn2
Bg2j(j  + l)/3kB, (5.3) 

wheree N is the number of magnetic ions per formula unit, ftB is the Bohr magneton 

and,, g is the gyromagnetic ratio (about 2). The average total angular momentum 

numberr j for a formula unit is estimated to be two from the saturation moment. 

Figuree 5.20 shows the Curie-Weiss fit of the temperature dependence of the 

reciprocall  PM susceptibility of MnFePi_xAsx compounds with x = 0.35, 0.45 and 

0.555 by using Eq. 5.1. 

file:///-apr
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Figuree 5.20: The Curie-Weiss fit  of the temperature dependence of the 

reciprocall  PM susceptibility of MnFeP,.xAsx compounds with x = 0.35, 

0.455 and 0.55. 

Table5.2::  The parameters C*, T*, a^T„ and T0 for MnFeP,.xAsx 

compoundss with x = 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55. 

X X 

0.35 5 

0.45 5 

0.55(11) ) 

C*(KuB/Tf.u.) ) 

10.43 3 

8.56 6 

6.15 5 

^ ( K ) ) 

101 1 

181 1 

299 9 

^o(K) ) 

53 3 

114 4 

263 3 

aprapr0 0 

0.48 8 

0.37 7 

0.12 2 

Fromm the fitting, we have determined the apparent Curie constant C", the 

apparentt Curie temperature ro* . The parameters a/3 7), and T0 are calculated by 

usingg Eq. 5.2 and 5.3. The results are listed in Table 5.2. We will use these 

parameterss in the following analysis of the temperature dependence of the 

magnetizationn of MnFeP, _xAsx compounds. 
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Ass a representative example of the analysis of the temperature dependence of 

thee magnetization, we have selected MnFePo.45Aso.55 (II) for a detailed analysis. 

Figuree 5.21 shows the relative magnetization a (which is Mlaö) of 

MnFePo.45Aso.555 (II) as a function of temperature for different values of the 

parameterr r/2 (for simplification, the subscript of r\ is neglected in the following 

discussion)) obtained by evaluating Eq. (2.20). The parameters that yield the best 

matchh with the experimentally observed temperature dependence of the 

magnetizationn of MnFePo.45Aso.55(II), measured in a field of 1 T, are 77 = 1.75, T0 = 

2633 K, and af5T0 = 0.12. In order to understand the role of the parameter 77, we 

havee calculated the o(T) curves in zero field, on the basis of the obtained 

parameterss and for different r\ values. This is shown in Fig. 5.22. It can be seen 

2000 225 250 275 300 325 350 

T(K) ) 

Figuree 5.21: Relative magnetization a in 1 T vs temperature for j = 2, T0 

==  263 K and different values of 77 also shown is the experimentally 

determinedd relative magnetization for MnFePo.45Aso.55(II). 
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Figuree 5.22: Relative magnetization vs temperature in zero field for 

differentt 77 values calculated for the case of MnFePo.45Aso.55Cn). 

thatt 77 = 1 separates the first-order and the second-order transition. The curves 

withh 77 < 1 correspond to a continuous change in the magnetization. In this case, 

thee temperature 7] is the Curie temperature being also the paramagnetic Curie 

temperature.. The transition is of second order. If 77 > 1, then a discontinuous 

changee (indicated by dashed vertical lines) occurs in the magnetization, showing 

thee transition is of first order. The temperature T2 is the limiting temperature of the 

FMM state. Up to this temperature, with increasing temperature the system is found 

inn the FM phase. 

Wee may illustrate some of the features of the first-order transition from the 

evolutionn of the Gibbs-free-energy isotherms. Figure 5.23 shows the evolution of 

thee Gibbs free energy of MnFePo^sAso.ssCH) in the vicinity of the Curie 

temperature,, which is about 307 K (see Fig. 5.6), in zero field. Just above the Curie 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55Cn
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Figuree 5.23: Reduced Gibbs-free-energy (G(a)-G(0))/NkB isotherms vs o 

inn the vicinity of the transition as calculated on the basis of Eq. (2.17) fory' 

== 2; T7 = 1.75; T0 = 263 K; afiT0 = 0.12 and B = 0 T. 

temperature,, the Gibbs free energy has two shallow local minima besides the 

absolutee minimum at a = 0, indicating the existence of a metamagnetic state. 

Thesee free-energy minima that are separated by an energy barrier determine the 

metastablee state of the magnetization, and are strongly dependent on temperature. 

Thee minima disappear when the temperature increases. When the temperature 

decreasesdecreases from high temperature where the system is in the stable PM phase down 

too Tu the PM phase becomes metastable. So T, is the limiting temperature of the 

PMM state when temperature decreases and, therefore, corresponds to the PM Curie 

temperature.. The FM state and the PM state coexist in the temperature interval T{ < 

T<T< T2. Therefore, there exists a temperature Tc, which is the Curie temperature of 

thee first-order phase transition, at which the stability of the two phases is equal, in 
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thiss interval. From Fig. 5.23, we may estimate this Tc to be around 308 K, which is 

inn good agreement with the experimental value of 307 K (see Fig. 5.6). 

Tablee 5.3: Composition dependence of the parameter rf for 

MnFePi.xAsxx compounds. 

X X 

Ï? ? 

0.35 5 

2.43 3 

0.45 5 

1.90 0 

0.55 5 

1.75 5 

0.65 5 

1.47 7 

Wee carried out the same fitting procedure for the MnFePi.xAsx compounds 

andd obtained the composition dependence of the parameter T) that is listed in Table 

5.3.. All values of rj  are larger than one, indicating that these compounds exhibit a 

first-orderr phase transition. This is consistent with the experimental observations. 

Zachh et al. [22] have carried out a similar analysis and obtained similar parameters 

ï]ï]  = 1.62 and TQ = 250 K for MnFePo.5Aso.5- We conclude that the first-order phase 

transitionn behavior, such as the discontinuous change of the magnetization, the 

thermall  hyteresis and the magnetic field-induced transition can be quite well 

understoodd on the basis of the Bean-Rodbell model. 

5.99 Discussion and conclusions 

Wee will now present a more general discussion of the magnetic properties of the 

MnFePi.xAsxx compounds based on the results described above. At low 

temperatures,, the investigated MnFePj.xAsx compounds have a FM ground state. 

Withh increasing temperature, the compounds undergo a phase transition from the 

FMM state to the PM state. In the FM state, the moment of the MnFeP,.xAsx 

compoundss is about 4 ns/fu. at 5 K, which is in good agreement with the results of 

neutron-diffractionn measurements on the MnFePi.xAsx compounds with x = 0.3 and 

0.55 [23]. These magnetic moments originate from the spin moments of the 3d 

http://MnFePo.5Aso.5
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electronss of the Mn and Fe atoms. Because of the itinerant character of the 3d 

electrons,, the magnetic moments are governed by the Fe 3d-band and Mn 3d-band, 

andd the main magnetic interactions in this system are direct exchange interactions. 

Ass we see in Fig. 5.4, the Curie temperature of the MnFeP]_xAsx compounds, 

whichh is a measure of the magnetic interactions, increases linearly with increasing 

Ass contents, indicating that the FM interactions become stronger. The reason is that 

thee substitution of As with larger covalent radius (1.18 A) for P (1.10 A) leads to 

ann expansion of the lattice in the a-b plane. This expansion probably results in a 

weakeningg of the magnetic interactions between the Mn- moments and between the 

Fe-moments,, which are claimed to be antiferromagnetic [23]. Thus, variation of the 

compositionn as well as the presence of impurities and vacancies have a strong 

effectt on the magnetic interactions. Different manners of sample preparation 

probablyy result in small differences in the stoichiometry, which may be the reason 

thatt the magnetic ordering temperatures observed for our samples are different 

fromfrom the values reported by Bacmann et al. [14]. The sharp transition and the big 

differencee between the paramagnetic Curie temperature and the Curie temperature 

indicatee that the exchange interaction in this system is strongly temperature 

dependent. . 

Basedd on the occurrence of a discontinuous change in the magnetization at 

thee transition temperature, on the thermal hysteresis in the temperature dependence 

off  the magnetization, and on the very sharp peak of the specific heat at the 

transitionn temperature, we have established that the magnetic phase transition is of 

firstfirst order. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7, the transition can be induced by the 

applicationn of an external magnetic field. The stepwise change of the magnetization 

att the transition and the field hysteresis observed in the field dependence of the 

magnetizationn present evidence that also the field-induced transition is of first 

order. . 

Thee first-order transition observed in the MnFeP].xAsx system has some 

similaritiess with the transition observed in the Gd5(GexSii_x)4 system. In both 
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systems,, the observed PM-FM transitions are rather sharp and occur with a certain 

thermall  hysteresis. The PM-FM transition can be induced by an applied field. In 

thee Gd5(GexSii.x)4 system, the transition is accompanied by a simultaneous 

structurall  transition as discussed in Section 3 of Chapter 4, but in the MnFePi_xAsx 

systemm there is no crystal-symmetry change at the magnetic phase transition. 

However,, the mechanism of the first-order transition in these compounds is not 

clear,, yet. Bean and Rodbell [20] have proposed that a first-order phase transition 

couldd be driven by a strong dependence of the exchange interactions on the 

interatomicc distances, in which the lattice distortion due to the magnetoelastic 

effectt plays an important role. An applied magnetic field leads to a magnetoelastic 

effectt that results in an enhanced exchange interaction and thus in an effectively 

enhancedd applied field. Band-structure calculations have shown that the 

magnetoelasticc phase transitions observed in this system can be associated with the 

distancess between the magnetic atoms as well as with changes in the density of 

statess (DOS) near the Fermi level, mainly due to the DOS of the Fe 3d electrons 

[14,24].. According to these calculations, the strong magnetic interactions between 

thee Fe-layer and the Mn-layer and between the Mn-moments lead to a contraction 

off  the lattice parameter c and result in a first-order type magnetic phase transition. 

Onn the basis of the Bean-Rodbell model, we have proposed a model 

descriptionn of the first-order transition observed in the MnFeP!.xAsx system. The 

transitionn observed in this system is associated with a double minimum in the 

Gibbss free energy as a function of magnetization. At a certain temperature, the 

appliedd field shifts the energy minimum of the FM state to lower values than that 

off  the PM state above Tc, resulting in the metamagnetic transition. The reasonably 

goodd degree of agreement between the Bean-Rodbell model and the experimental 

observations,, and the equally reasonable values of the parameters obtained from 

thee fittings lend credence to the applicability of the model in its cardinal features to 

thee hexagonal MnFeP].xAsx compounds. 
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Now,, we discuss the MCE observed in the hexagonal MnFePUxAsx 

compounds.. The entropy changes associated with the first-order magnetic phase 

transitionn have been derived from the magnetization data by using Eq. (3.3). As we 

havee seen in Fig. 5.11, the maximum values of the isothermal entropy change are 

quitee large, for instance, as high as 20 J/kgK for x = 0.45 for a field change from 0 

too 2 T. As we have mentioned in Chapter 3, the magnetic-entropy change derived 

fromm the magnetization data does not guarantee a high accuracy for determining the 

MCE.. But the results obtained from the magnetization data provide a reasonable 

estimatee of the MCE in a material and of the possible origin of the MCE. The large 

magnetic-entropyy changes in the MnFeP,.xAsx system should be attributed to the 

comparativelyy high 3d moments and, principally, to the rapid change of the 

magnetizationn at the transition. 
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Figuree 5.24: Temperature dependence of the magnetization of 

MnFePo.45Aso.555 (I) and Gd, measured with increasing temperature in a 

fieldfield of 1 T. 
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Too illustrate the reason why this system has a large MCE, we have made a 

comparisonn of the temperature dependence of the magnetization of Gd metal and 

MnFePoo 45Aso55(I). As we see in Fig. 5.24, in Gd metal the moment fully develops 

onlyy at low temperatures and strongly decreases with increasing temperature due to 

RKKYY interaction. The transition observed in Gd metal, which is a second-order 

phasee transition, gives rise to a relatively small value of {dM ldT)B. The strong 

andd direct exchange interactions between the 3d moments in transition-metal 

compoundss lead to perfect long-range magnetic order below the ordering 

temperaturee and a sharper transition at Tc. As we have mentioned, the sharp 

transitionn in the MnFePi_xAsx compounds originates from the strong magnetoelastic 

coupling,, which leads to a modification of the distances between the magnetic ions, 

andd involves competing intra- and inter-atomic interactions. 

Thee direct measurements of the MCE in MnFePo.45Aso.55 have confirmed the 

largee MCE in this system. The results obtained from the direct measurements show 

thatt the MnFeP,.xAsx compounds exhibit a large MCE in low magnetic field, such 

ass 0.8 T. This result is very important for practical applications because lower 

fieldss like 0.8 T are much easier to generate by permanent magnets than higher 

fieldss like 2 T. 

Finally,, we discuss the temperature and field dependence of the electrical 

resistancee of MnFePo.55Aso.45. The results presented in Section 5.7 indicate that the 

PM-FMM phase transition can be induced both by temperature and magnetic field. 

Thee former type of transition takes place from a high-resistance FM state at low 

temperaturee to a low-resistance PM state at high temperature. The latter type of 

transitionn leads to a positive magnetoresistance peak above Tc. The magnetic phase 

diagramm based on the electrical resistance data shows that the FM-PM transition 

hass a field hysteresis of about 1 T. It is interesting to note that the transition at Tcr is 

accompaniedd by a change of the c/a ratio [23], which may lead to a change in the 

Fermii  surface topology and affect the electron-phonon scattering. 

http://MnFePo.45Aso.55
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Inn conclusion, we have prepared the hexagonal MnFePi_xAsx compounds by 

meanss of ball milling and a solid-state reaction method. In the MnFePi_xAsx system, 

thee magnetic and structural properties are strongly related to a first-order magnetic 

phasee transition. The first-order phase transition in this compound system can 

reasonablyy well be described by the Bean-Rodbell model. The MCE associated 

withh this first-order transition is large. Besides the large MCE, two additional 

featuress make these materials excellent candidates for magnetic refrigerants in 

room-temperaturee applications. The first is the fact that their Curie temperature can 

bee tuned between 168 K and 332 K by varying the P/As ratio between 1.5 and 

aboutt 0.5. This in turn allows one to tune the maximum MCE in this temperature 

range,, without losing the large MCE. The second is the fact that, unlike FeRh, the 

giantt MCE in the MnFeP].xAsx compounds is reversible. 
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